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ACTIVATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE AETHER BED 

When you receive your AetherX Aether Bed kit, it should consist of the 

following: 

• 2 x pillow cases 

• 1 x bed sheet 

• 1 x duvet cover 

Once you have placed the bed kit on your bed, to activate the Aether Bed, 

perform the following… 

STEP 1: Standard Healing or Sleep Mode 

Place either hand on the Activator symbol that matches the color theme of 

your Aether Bed: 

 

State the following either out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Bed, Activate HEALING mode.” 

Or 

“Aether Bed, Activate SLEEP mode.” 

Repeat this step for the remaining parts of the Aether Bed (pillow cases, 

bed sheet, and duvet cover). 
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The Absorber symbols above contain all the living command codes for the 

bed and perform all actions when the bed is activated (in either Healing or 

Sleep mode) using residual life energy stored in your solar plexus to 

accomplish all tasks commanded into the Aether Bed. All healing 

experiences you encounter through the Aether Bed are always through 

your own life energy. 

STEP 2: (Optional) UNIVERSAL Healing or Sleep Mode 

The Universal Healing or Sleep Mode option enables the activation of the 

bed by the User so that others can utilize the bed’s functions without the 

need to activate it themselves. For instance, if Jennifer activates the bed 

herself through the commands below, her husband, children and family dog 

can all use the bed and receive the benefits without the need to activate it 

themselves. The bed remains in either Universal Healing or Universal 

Sleep mode until it is turned off by the User. This option is beneficial for 

those who are nonverbal and would like to receive the benefits of the 

Aether Bed Kit. 

State the following either out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Bed, Activate UNIVERSAL HEALING mode.” 

Or 

“Aether Bed, Activate UNIVERSAL SLEEP mode.” 

Repeat this step for the remaining parts of the Aether Bed (pillow cases, 

bed sheet, and duvet cover). 

To deactivate Universal Sleep mode, state the following either out loud or 

in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Bed, Turn Universal Healing Mode OFF.” 
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Or 

“Aether Bed, Turn Universal Sleep Mode OFF.” 

Once the command is made to turn these off, please repeat Step 1 again 

to enable Standard Sleep or Healing Mode. 

 

Concentrated Healing Function 

When the Aether Bed is either in HEALING or SLEEP mode, place either 

hand on the Activator Symbol and state your request for concentrated 

healing on any area of your body. For example: 

“Aether Bed, concentrate on my right knee.” Or 

“Aether Bed, concentrate on my emotional vulnerabilities.” 

This command will stay with the Aether Bed and work on your requested 

area will be concentrated on until you cancel out the command. To do this, 

place either hand on the Activator symbol and state… 

“Aether Bed, cancel my concentration request.” 

What is the difference between HEALING mode and SLEEP mode? 

HEALING MODE: 

In Healing mode, the Aether Bed performs the following on your physical 

body: 

• Detoxification and rejuvenation of the body’s major organs, glands 

and bodily systems. 

• Cleansing and rejuvenation of your chakra centers, nadi channels 

(energetic nervous system) and acupuncture meridians. 

• Elimination of any pain, soreness, ache, stiffness, inflammation, 

burning sensations within the body. 

• Gradual transformation of the physical body on a cellular level to 

encourage youthful appearance of the physical body. 

SLEEP MODE: 
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In Sleep mode, the Aether Bed performs the following: 

• All functions included above from Healing mode. 

• Stabilization of all brainwave states: Beta, Alpha, Theta, Delta and 

Gamma. 

• Encourages a deep, restful sleep through your life energy. 

• Encourages a vivid/lucid dreaming state while you enter REM sleep 

through your life energy. 

• Connects directly to your higher self while you’re asleep, and scans 

your physical, mental, and emotional bodies detecting any karmic 

debts attached to you and negotiates with the Higher Self through the 

infinite intelligence of your life energy to loosen and sever karmic 

agreements. 

o Detection of forgiven karmic agreements are often depicted in 

our dreams, and through successfully forgiven agreements, you 

may a positive difference when you wake up in the morning 

feeling lighter and more energized. 

STEP 3 (Optional) 

AMPLIFICATION for the Aether Bed 

Optionally, you have the ability to amplify the intensity of the Aether Bed’s 

function by placing your hand on the Activator symbol and stating the 

following out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Bed, increase amplification by (desired) percent.” 

(The Aether Bed by default is at 0% amplification. You can raise the 

amplification between 1-100% in scale) 

You can also decrease the amplification, placing your hand on the Activator 

symbol and stating out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Bed, decrease amplification by (desired) percent.” 

And, if you wish to deactivate amplification, placing your hand on the 

Activator symbol and stating out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Bed, turn amplification off.” 
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IMPORTANT REMINDERS WHEN USING THE AETHER BED… 

#1 – It’s recommended not to use Amplification settings on the Aether Bed 

right away. Try the Aether Bed at 0% amplification for the first week. After 

the first week, then you can apply amplification starting at approximately 5-

10%. Once you set your amplification around that range, wait another week 

before increasing, but set it for an additional 5-10%. If you do decide to 

amplify the Aether Bed immediately, you are doing it at your own risk, but it 

is not recommended as the energy of the bed may be too intense for you 

and will be too much intensified subtle energy charge for your body. This 

could lead to headaches, stomach aches, coughing, nausea or other 

symptoms. Please take your time and be patient in using the Aether Bed so 

as not be overcharged by your subtle energy prematurely with 

amplification. Thank you. 

#2 – All sheets and pillow cases of the bed contain the AetherX codes once 

you have activated the bed in any of the modes mentioned above. You 

don’t need to concern in having the symbols face you, or face away from 

you. The materials of the bed are covered in the AetherX codes to work 

with your solar plexus’ living prana as soon as they are activated. You can 

wear clothes when on the bed and the bed kit will still work on you. What’s 

important to remember is to make sure you are putting “weighted” contact 

on the sheets. Meaning you can have other sheets and blankets on the 

bed, even overtop of the bed kit, but it is when your body weight is upon the 

bed that you will feel the effects of the bed kit when active. 

#3 - Please remember that your own subtle energy (prana) is the power 

source to the Aether Bed. It is your own subtle energy that is being 

commanded through the imbued codes contained inside the geometry that 

is replenishing and rejuvenating your body. As it is subtle energy, 

improvement of the physical body will appear more prominent over time. 

Continue to utilize the benefits of the Aether Bed each night through either 

the Healing or Sleep modes, and you will seem improvement in yourself 

gradually in the days and weeks ahead. 
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If you have any further questions regarding the functions of the Aether Bed, 

or if you’d like to leave a testimonial of your experience, please contact us 

through our website: www.AetherX.co. Thank you, and please enjoy your 

unique Aether Bed rejuvenation experience! 
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